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Trademarks 

The present document may include trademarks and/or tradenames which are asserted and/or registered 
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Foreword 

This Group Report (GR) has been produced by ETSI Industry Specification Group Securing Artificial 

Intelligence (SAI). 

Modal verbs terminology

In the present document "should", "should not", "may", "need not", "will", "will not", "can" and "cannot" 

are to be interpreted as described in clause 3.2 of the ETSI Drafting Rules (Verbal forms for the expression 

of provisions). 

"must" and "must not" are NOT allowed in ETSI deliverables except when used in direct citation. 

Executive summary 

Introduction 
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1 Scope 

The present document defines what an Artificial Intelligence (AI) threat is and defines how it may be 

distinguished from any non-AI threat.  … 

The purpose of this work item is to define what would be considered an AI threat and how it might differ 

from threats to traditional systems. The starting point that offers the rationale for this work is that 

currently, there is no common understanding of what constitutes an attack on AI and how it might be 

created, hosted and propagated. 

The AI Threat Ontology deliverable will seek to align terminology across the different stakeholders and 

multiple industries. This document will define what is meant by these terms in the context of cyber and 

physical security and with an accompanying narrative that should be readily accessible by both experts and 

less informed audiences across the multiple industries. Note that this threat ontology will address AI as 

system, an adversarial attacker, and as a system defender, 

2 References 

2.1 Normative references 

Normative references are not applicable in the present document. 

2.2 Informative references 

References are either specific (identified by date of publication and/or edition number or version number) 

or non-specific. For specific references, only the cited version applies. For non-specific references, the latest 

version of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies. 

NOTE: While any hyperlinks included in this clause were valid at the time of publication, ETSI cannot 

guarantee their long term validity. 

The following referenced documents are not necessary for the application of the present document but 

they assist the user with regard to a particular subject area. 

[i.1] Alan Turing, "On computable numbers, with an application to the 

Entscheidungsproblem" 

[i.2] Alan Turing, "Computing Machinery and Intelligence". 

[i.3] Philip K. Dick, "Do androids dream of electric sheep?"  

[i.4] Isaas Asimov, "I, robot" 

[i.5] ETSI TS 102 165-1: " CYBER; Methods and protocols; Part 1: Method and pro forma for 

Threat, Vulnerability, Risk Analysis (TVRA)" 

[i.6] Society of Automotive Engineers: J3016_201806; "Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms 

Related to Driving Automation Systems for On-Road Motor Vehicles 
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3 Definition of terms, symbols and abbreviations 

3.1 Terms 

For the purposes of the present document, the [following] terms [given in ... and the following] apply: 

3.2 Symbols 

For the purposes of the present document, the [following] symbols [given in ... and the following] apply: 

3.3 Abbreviations 

For the purposes of the present document, the [following] abbreviations [given in ... and the following] 

apply: 

AI Artificial Intelligence

CAV Connected and Autonomous Vehicles

ICT Information Communications Technology

ITS Intelligent Transport Systems

NGSI-LD Next Generation Service Interface – Linked Data

OWL Web Ontology Language

RDF Resource Description Framework

SAI Securing Artificial Intelligence

4 From threat taxonomy to ontology

4.1 Overview 

Classically an ontology in information science identifies a set of concepts and categories in a subject area or 

domain that shows their properties and the relations between them. The model of ontology from 

philosophy is the study of being, and addresses concepts such as bcoming, existence and reality. Discussion 

of intelligence in human discourse is mostly biased towards the philosophical domain, whereas Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) is, mostly, in the information science domain. As AI moves closer and closer to any concept 

of independent sentience there will be increasing overlap between the worlds of information science and 

philosophy. 

In many domains that apply some form of AI if data is presented in an ontological form it is possible to 

apply more sophisticated search algorithms to allow for semantic reasoning. Ontologies, in the context of a 

semantic web, are often designed for re-use. In addition to conventional ontologies and the use of 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) notations, there is growth in the use of Linked Data extensions to 

data passing mechanisms used widely in the internet.  

EXAMPLE 1: JSON-LD has been designed around the concept of a "context" to provide additional 

mappings from JSON to an RDF model. The context links object properties in a JSON 

document to concepts in an ontology. 
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EXAMPLE 2: NGSI-LD. The term NGSI (Next Generation Service Interfaces) was first developed in 

work by the Open Mobile Alliance and has been extended using concepts of Linked Data 

to allow for wider adoption of ontologies and semantic as well as contextual information 

in data driven systems. 

As a pre-cursor to the development of a threat ontology for AI based threats there are a number of threat 

taxonomies, some found in TS 102 165-1 [i.5], that may satisfy the role of a starting . 

Figure 1: Threat tree (from [i.5]) 

In the conventional taxonomy, as in Figure 1, the core relationship between entities is of type "is a", thus 

Forgery "is a" Manipulation. 

Many of the forms of attack on AI are in the manipulation tree: Data poisoning is a form of information 

corruption; Incomplete data is a form of information loss. The relationship in these cases is "modifies", "is 

modified by". Similarly the terms "threat" and "vulnerability" as defined in TS 102 165-1 [] are loosely 

expressed in the form of ontological relationships. Thus threat is defined as the potential cause of an 

incident that may result in harm to a system or organization, where it is noted that a threat consists of an 

asset, a threat agent and an adverse action of that threat agent on that asset, and further that a threat is 

enacted by a threat agent, and may lead to an unwanted incident breaking certain pre-defined security 

objectives. The structure of the term vulnerability has a similar ontological grouping of relationships, being 

modelled as the combination of a weakness that can be exploited by one or more threats. 

4.2 Formal expression of an ontology 

There are a large number of ways to express an ontology. The most common are: 

cd ThreatTree

Threat

Interception Manipulation Repudiation DenialOfServ ice

Masquerade Forgery InformationCorruption InfornationLossUnauthorisedAccess
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• OWL – Web Ontology Language

• RDF – Resource Description Framework

It should be noted, however, that OWL and RDF, whilst common when referring to ontologies, and not 

equivalent but are mutually supportive.  

A simple model that underpins both OWL and RDF is the subject-predicate-object grammar structure (see 

Figure 2). However there is also a more complex set of data structures that also look like the object 

oriented design concepts underpinning design languages such as UML, and coding languages such as C++, 

Swift and Java. Such taxonomical classifications are also common in science, particularly in the biological 

sciences. 

Figure 2: Simplified model of grammar underpinning Ontology 

An ontology is expected to consist of the following elements: 

• Classes

- Intensional class,

- Extensional class,

• Attributes

- Things that describe elements, such as "has name", "has colour", "by definition has a"

EXAMPLE 1: A protected object belongs to class network object, of sub-type router, with name 

"Router-1" and by definition has 1 or more Ethernet ports.  

EXAMPLE 2: Ransomware belongs to class threat, of subclass denial-of-service, with attribute file-

encryption. 

• Relationships

Expanding from the taxonomy in [i.5] threat may be one class, with threat agent as another, this is then 

consistent with the definitions given for the terms threat and vulnerability, and for the relationship to 

assets as the subject or object in the simplified grammar of ontology.  
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5 AI and risk assessment 

5.1 Core understanding of risk assessment 

5.1.1 Business modelling of risk 

Business centric assessments of risk often overlap with the ICT modelling of risk, although the overall view 

of risk is focussed on aspects of business continuity. Thus the dimensions offered in Table 1 are addressed 

with respect to the role of AI on the business. 

Table 1: Business assessment indicators for risk modelling 

Indicator Risk assessment questions 

Magnitude What risks will failure of AI create? Classifications of where risk lies include: 

Monetary loss (i.e. direct financial impact)  

Compliance (i.e. will existing compliance procedures be maintained)  

Legal (e.g. will existing legal safeguards apply) 

Reputation (e.g. how will readiness or failure to be ready impact the reputation of the 

organisation either in absolute terms or by comparison to peer and competitor 

organisations)  

Duration How long has operation to be maintained for each asset or class of assets impacted by AI? 

Scope How far down the supply chain is the impact of AI? 

Severity Can damage due to degradation or interruption of each services that uses AI be quantified? 

Response Is there a plan to migrate AI to alternative modes of operation? 

5.1.2 ICT modelling of risk 

Editor's note: 

This is going to look at the impact of AI on the evaluation of risk (impact and likelihood) 

extracting from TS 102 165-1. 

The model of risk analysis given in TS 102 165-1 [i.5] calculates risk as the product of impact (of an attack) 

and likelihood (of an attack). Likelihood is calculated using a number of metrics that assess the level of 

knowledge and access of the attacker to attack the system. Figure 1, taken from [i.5] considers a system 

design derived from analysis of system objectives and requirements, security objectives and requirements, 

and associated assurance objectives and requirements. The system itself is modelled as an aggregation of 

assets. An AI entity may be instatiated as one or more of the system assets. 
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Figure 1: Relationship between system design, objectives and requirements 

The risk analysis model from [i.5] identifies the asset-threat-weakness-vulnerability-countermeasure 

relationship to system design is given in figure 2 and the consideration of AI in this model … .

Figure 2: Generic security TVRA model 

One of the purposes of security design is to minimize the probability of any instance of the class "unwanted 

incident" being instantiated. It should be noted that whilst some countermeasures may themselves become 

system assets, and as such have their own vulnerabilities, many instances of countermeasures will be 

considered as policies, system guidelines and, if captured early enough, system redesign. 

cd General model

«asset»

DesignModule

SystemDesign «Objective»

SystemObjectiv es

«Objective»

SecurityObjectiv es

«Objective»

AssuranceObjectiv es

«Requirement»

SystemRequirements

«Requirement»

SecurityRequirements

«Requirement»

AssuranceRequirements

«realize»

+Is an aggregation of

cd SecurityRelationships

«asset»

DesignModule

«Vulnerability»

AssetVulnerability

«Threat»

AttackingThreat
«Weakness»

AssetWeakness

SystemDesign «Countermeasure»

SecCountermeasure

«UnwantedIncident»

Incident

ThreatAgent
+Enacts specific threat

+Exploit may lead to

+Protects

+Is an aggregation of

+May have
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5.2 Extension of ETSI TVRA method in presence of AI 

5.2.1 Effect on risk impact 

The impact of AI on risk impact should be zero. The rationale for this is that using the weighted model in TS 

102 165-1 [i.5] an AI cannot realistically change the impact without also changing the purpose of the 

system.  

Table 2: Asset impact (from [i.5]) 

Impact Explanation Value 

Low The concerned party is not harmed very strongly; the possible damage is low. 1 

Medium The threat addresses the interests of providers/subscribers and cannot be neglected. 2 

High A basis of business is threatened and severe damage might occur in this context. 3 

Thus if the system's purpose with or without AI is identical then the impact of system failure is identical 

irrespective of the role of the AI. If however a system is modified by the addition of an AI then in some 

instances the impact of system failure may be modified.  

EXAMPLE: If the AI is the cause of failure and the business is dependent on the AI to provide 

functionality then impact will be high, whereas if the functionality is not dependent on

the AI (i.e. similar functionality can be offered without an AI) the impact may remain at

either low or medium if that was the original assessment.

5.2.2 Effect on risk likelihood

Risk likelihood is determined, in the context of TS 102 165-1 [i.5] as the weighted summation of the 

following factors: 

• System knowledge.

• Time.

• Expertise.

• Opportunity.

• Equipment.

In every case an embedded AI is able to detrimentally affect the factor. 

In order to enumerate the influence of AI it is essential to define what AI is and how it acts. If an ontology of 

threat is developed, and the threats are impacted by AI then it suggests that an ontology of AI is also 

required.  
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6 Threat landscape 

NOTE: The present clause is intended to be considered alongside the risk analysis model in order to 

guide the risk analysis based on an understanding of threat. 

6.1 Threat dimensions 

6.1.1 Exploratory application of AI 

Use of AI as an ??adversarial?? tool to identify weakness in ICT. 

Editor's note: To Do 

1. Dimensions (in a nice diagram)

a. Exploratory (during inference) vs causative (during training)

b.  Targeted vs discriminative

6.2 Adversarial Goals 

6.2.1 Attacking the CIA paradigm 

6.2.2 Violation of Confidentiality and Privacy 

In the taxonomy of threats model extraction or cloning is a special case of manipulation. 

 Editor's note: To Do 

1. Model extraction (cloning)

2. Collect query data (at inference time)

3. Model inversion (reconstruct training samples or learn about their characteristics)

4. Membership inference (infer whether a sample was part of the training data)

6.2.3 Violation of Integrity and Availability 

Editor's note: To Do 

1. Malicious training (poisoning, backdoor)

2. Model integrity (substitute model)

3. Evasion (Adversarial Examples)

6.2 Threat model 

6.2.1 Attack surface  

(data pipeline from data collection to action based on prediction) 
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6.2.2 Trust model 

6.2.3 Adversarial capabilities 

6.2.4 Adversarial goal 
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Annex A: 
Cultural origins of ICT based intelligence 

There is some debate regarding who first considered the role of machines as intelligent entities, but the 

broad consensus is that Alan Turing is the father of machine intelligence from his paper "On computable 

numbers, with an application to the  Entscheidungsproblem" [i.1] and its demonstration of an abstract logic 

that has become known as a "Turing machine", and later in his paper "Computing Machinery and 

Intelligence" [i.2]. The test of machine intelligence, also from Turing (the Turing Test), is one in which a 

machine's ability to exhibit intelligent behaviour equivalent to, or indistinguishable from, that of a human, 

suggests that the machine is intelligent. Turing's experiment was based on a game, the "Imitation game" in 

which the computer is open to lie or tell the truth, a human (the opponent), can only tell the truth, and a 

3rd party asks questions to them both and based on the responses attempts to determine which is the 

human and which the computer. There are various rules to inhibit data leakage such that the determination 

can only be based on the answers to the questions. The same basic form was used in Philip K. Dick's "Do 

androids dream of electric sheep?" [I.3] in which the determination of human versus machine was based on 

the way in which the subject responded to questions. 

NOTE 1: It is recognised that the fictional Voight-Kampff test of Philip K. Dick's vision is not directly

comparable to Turing's original test but the premise that the evaluator, Deckard in the book, 

party C of Turing's test, has the experience and skill to make the distinction is a failure of both 

tests. In practical application the machine only has to be better than the evaluator which is a 

lower barrier to success for the machine to be recognised as human. 

The general definition of intelligence is somewhat simpler, "the ability to acquire and apply knowledge and 

skills", and is not comparative. However it is also normal to consider cognition, "the mental action 

or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through thought, experience, and the senses", as 

a synomym of intelligence. How much is understood regarding intelligence in humans is often difficult to 

guage but the actions of neurons and their interconnection through synapses is increasingly being 

understood with their ability to change the weight of connection over time. Thus whilst Turing's Universal 

Computing Engine is a binary system the system of neurons and synapses is more akin to an analogue 

system, or certainly non-binary. 

NOTE 2: The connection linking neuron to neuron is termed the synapse with signals flowing in one 

direction, from the presynaptic neuron to the postsynaptic neuron via the synapse which acts 

as a variable attenuator giving weight to the signal (either chemical or electronic).  

Turing's view was that a machine did not need to exist but that it could exist. It may be reasonably stated 

that the existence of neural processors and the near infinite resources of memory and processing available 

through cloud computing systems that such machines do now exist. 

In contrast Ada Lovelace, who along with Charles Babbage, developed the concepts behind modern 

computer programming, stated that "The Analytical Engine has no pretensions whatever to originate 

anything. It can do whatever we know how to order it to perform. It can follow analysis; but it has no power 

of anticipating any analytical relations or truths." In some respects Ada Lovelace's concern regarding 

machine intelligence fits into a placement of computing (the Analytical Engine is one example of an early 

computing engine) as a machine able to implement combinational logic, or to act as a finite state machine, 

in the automata theory (see Figure A.1), where such levels of computation do not anticipate the potential 

of the Turing Machine.  
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Figure A.1: Automata theory of machine logic (diagram released under Creative Commons 

license) 

There are a number of ways of interpreting how computing engines may exhibit or gain "the ability to 

acquire and apply knowledge and skills". In normal human development the acquisition of knowledge or 

skill requires data, test and application.  

In other parts of popular culture Asimov proposed three rules of robotics that may be assumed to apply to 

any form of near sentient AI. To avoid any issues of copying copyrighted material please refer to the text of 

i-Robot [i.4], although the rules can be found cited in many locations.
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Annex B  
Intelligence classifications in ICT domains 

B.1 Automation levels in ICT domains 

Table B.1 provides an example of the classifications of systems that use AI in achieving autonomous 

behaviour drawn from ITS-CAV (Connected and Autonomous Vehicles) and from Autonomous Networks. 

The text for autonomous vehicles is derived from, but not a copy of, the general classifications from SAE 

[i.6]. 

NOTE: The SAE definitions have been widely copied and the explanatory text has been offered in 

many different forms, only the levels are consistent across the many variants. 
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Table B.1: Autonomy classifications in ICT domains 

Level Vehicular Autonomy (derived from [i.6]) Network Autonomy 

Level 0 The automated system issues warnings and may momentarily 

intervene but has no sustained vehicle control. 

manual management 

The system delivers assisted 

monitoring capabilities, which means 

all dynamic tasks have to be 

executed manually 

Level 1 hands on 

The driver and the automated system share control of the 

vehicle.  

EXAMPLE 1: Systems where the driver controls steering and 

the automated system controls engine power to 

maintain a set speed (Cruise Control) or engine and 

brake power to maintain and vary speed (Adaptive 

Cruise Control or ACC) 

EXAMPLE 2: Parking Assistance, where steering is 

automated while speed is under manual control. 

EXAMPLE 3: Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA) Type II is a 

further example of Level 1 self-driving.  

EXAMPLE 4: A collision mitigation system which alerts the 

driver to a crash and permits full braking capacity is 

also a Level 1 feature. 

assisted management 

The system executes a certain 

repetitive sub-task based on pre-

configured policies to increase 

execution efficiency 

Level 2 hands off 

The automated system takes full control of the vehicle: 

accelerating, braking, and steering. The driver is expected to 

monitor the driving and be prepared to intervene immediately 

at any time if the automated system fails to respond properly. 

The shorthand "hands off" is not meant to be taken literally – 

contact between hand and wheel is often mandatory during 

level 2 driving, to confirm that the driver is ready to intervene. 

The eyes of the driver is likely to be monitored by cameras to 

confirm that the driver is keeping his/her attention to traffic 

partial autonomous network 

The system enables closed-loop 

O&M  for certain units based on AI 

model under certain external 

environments 

Level 3 Eyes off 

The driver can safely turn their attention away from the driving 

tasks, e.g. the driver can text or watch a movie. The vehicle 

will handle situations that call for an immediate response, like 

emergency braking. The driver is still expected to be prepared 

to intervene within some limited time, specified by the 

manufacturer, when called upon by the vehicle to do so.  

EXAMPLE: The automated system acts as a co-driver that 

will alert the driver in an orderly fashion when it is 

his turn to drive.  

conditional autonomous network 

Building on L2 capabilities, the 

system with awareness can sense 

real-time environmental changes, 

and in certain network domains , 

optimize and adjust itself to the 

external environment to enable 

intent-based closed-loop 

management 

Level 4 Mind off 

As level 3, but no driver attention is ever required for safety, 

e.g. the driver may safely go to sleep or leave the driver's

seat. Self-driving is supported only in limited spatial areas

(geofenced) or under special circumstances. Outside of these

areas or circumstances, the vehicle has to be able to safely

abort the trip, e.g. park the car, if the driver does not retake

control.

EXAMPLE:  A robotic taxi or a robotic delivery service that

only covers selected locations in a specific area. 

high autonomous network 

Building on L3 capabilities, the 

system enables, in a more 

complicated cross-domain 

environment, analyse and make 

decision based on predictive or 

active closed-loop management of 

service and customer experience-

driven networks 

Level 5 Steering wheel optional 

No human intervention is required at all.  

EXAMPLE: A robotic taxi that works an all roads all over the 

world, all year around, in all weather conditions. 

full autonomous network 

This level is the ultimate goal for 

telecom network evolution. The 

system possesses closed-loop 

automation capabilities across 

multiple services, multiple domains, 

and the entire lifecycle, achieving 

autonomous networks 
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B.2 Machine processing to simulate intelligence 

B.2.1 Overview of the machine intelligence continuum

The use of data to build up intelligence can be represented as a continuum in terms of how data is 

interpreted.  

At the far-left of the continuum are expert systems: Guided paths through data. Early forays in AI were 

often in the form of expert systems, and may be typified as a tree of questions of an "if … then … else" 

structure, where the enquirer was led to an answer based on their responses to specific questions. The 

future stages in the continuum presented in Figure 2.  

Figure 2: Continuum of intelligence, one possible model 

B.2.2 Expert systems

The founder of much of the early work on expert systems, Edward Feigenbaum, postulated "intelligent 

systems derive their power from the knowledge they possess rather than from the specific formalisms and 

inference schemes they use" 

B.2.3 Data mining and pattern extraction

Expert system

• Knowledge base

• Inference engine Data mining
Adaptive 
pattern 

recognition

Semi 
autonomous 

pattern 
discovery

Autonomous 
data 

discovery
Sentience
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